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reasonable reach of the surface, wells should be sunk. The
sinking of wells in canal areas is extremely important both
as an insurance against canal closures, as a corrective to the
steady rising of the water-table in canal irrigated lands,
and as a means of growing more varied and more valuable
crops, both for the market and to secure a better and more
varied diet.
For short lifts the old fashioned charsa, or leather bucket,
which requires four bullocks and four men, is a very
expensive way of taking water from a well. The most
practical method for a smallholder is the Persian Wheel,
with galvanized iron buckets and iron machinery. There
is more friction in wooden machinery, and earthen pots are
continually breaking.
Wells which do not give sufficient water for continuous
working may often be improved by boring. In the Punjab
this work is undertaken by the Department of Agriculture.
At the moment, in order to encourage the cultivators to
bore their wells, no charges are being made for overhead
expenses. The well owner has to pay for the pipes and
strainers and the wages of the Government borer and of
course provides all the unskilled labour. Exclusive of this
last the cost works out at about Rs. 220 for an average
well.
Persian Wheels are efficient to a depth of about fifty feet,
after which a bullock or engine-driven Boulton elevator is
more efficient. Even the charsa is useful for these greater
depths. If the well has a very big supply of water, an
engine may be cheaper and more efficient than bullock-
power, but unless water is almost inexhaustible an engine
will not pay, and the too rapid lowering of the water-level
in the well will soon spoil the well itself. Before boring a
well or fitting any other lift—whether bullock-driven or

